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Abstrat

The exponential deay of the eletroni transmission through a moleular wire with

its length is alulated using a Con�guration Interation Elasti Sattering Quantum

Chemistry (CI-ESQC) theory [1,2℄. In the HOMO-LUMO gap and in a one-eletron

approximation, this deays is exponential sine the sattering matrix omes from a

produt of spatial propagators along the wire. In valene SD-CI desription, suh a

produt is not existing. An e�etive one was numerially obtained from the CI-ESQC

sattering matrix. Flutuations over the e�etive CI-exponential deay ome from

the trunation of the full CI basis set and also from many-body exhange-orrelation

e�ets along the moleular wire.

Key words: moleular wire, exponential deay, multi-on�guration, tunnel

juntion, transmission oe�ient

1 Introdution

For moleular eletronis, the design of intramoleular eletronis iruits de-

pends on eletroni iruit laws that remains to be mathematially onsoli-

dated [3℄. For marosopi eletrial iruits, the mesh and node iruit laws

were long established by G. Kirhho� in the end of the 19th entury. One well

known onsequene of those laws is that the overall resistane R of N iden-

tial resistane r interonneted in series is just the linear sum R = N.r. By

the middle of the 20th entury, it beame lear that the overall transmission

oe�ient T for an eletron tunneling through a series of N idential tunnel
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barriers of eletroni transmission oe�ient To is given by the power law T =

ToN supposing no quantum phase loss along the single eletron tunnel path.

This leads to the well known mathematial expression T = eN.Log(To)
.

Returning to the tunnel urrent intensity passing through a metal-moleule-

metal tunnel juntion, the above tunnel series law implies that the longer the

moleular juntion eletron tunnelling path, the smaller the urrent inten-

sity [4,5℄. This exponential deay has indeed been observed experimentally on

various moleular wires [6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18℄. Its inverse deay

length β(E) is usually measured at low voltages (E losed to the juntion

eletrode Fermi energy Ef) and is ranging from about 1.0Å
−1

[19℄ to the small

0.06Å
−1

(value found for energies losed to a tunneling resonane [20℄). This

exponential deay is of a major importane sine in many moleular eletroni

iruits, moleular devies are supposed to be interonneted using moleular

wires [22,23℄. Interonneting a iruit with an exponentially urrent intensity

deaying wire is not very promissing and requires the smallest possible β(E)
(see for example [21℄).

Starting from a one-eletron sattering approah, the low bias voltage energy

dependent transmission oe�ient T (E) through a moleular wire made of a

periodi repetition of Nl ≫ 1 idential hemial groups (ells) an be analyti-

ally written [4,5℄:

T (E) = T0(E)e−β(E)l0Nl
(1)

where the energy E of the inident eletron sattered by the moleular wire

juntion ranges between the HOMO and the LUMO energies of the moleular

wire in the so-alled tunnelling transport regime [23℄. l0 is the e�etive length of
a ell along the moleular wire and T0(E) the ontat transmission oe�ient.

T0(E) does not depend on the moleular wire length but on its eletroni

oupling to the eletrodes. β(E) depends on the detail eletroni struture

of the ells and of their mutual interations along the wire [21℄. In this one

eletron approximation and in the middle of the moleular wire HOMO-LUMO

energy gap near the Fermi level of the eletrodes, β(Ef ) is given by [25℄:

β(Ef) = C

√

χ
m∗

me
(2)

with χ the width of the HOMO-LUMO gap, m∗
the e�etive mass of a tun-

nelling eletron in the juntion, and C a onstant equal to 0.512 eV − 1

2 .Å
−1

[25℄.

In a monoeletroni piture, the periodiity of the moleular wire eletroni

struture intrinsially leads to the T (E) exponential deay with length via

the produt law of the orresponding spatial propagators to alulate the one-
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eletron sattering matrix [21,25℄. This orresponds exatly to the T = ToN

series law mentionned above. Notie also that to quantify this deay with

length, most of the theoretial studies have been arried out in a one eletron

approximation taking also into aount in some studies many-body e�ets by

perturbation [10℄.

The eletroni sattering proess through a moleular juntion is intrinsially

a many-body phenomenon where depending on all the resident eletrons in

the moleular juntion and on their mutual interration with the transfered

eletron, the tunneling deay is shapped. In this ase, a produt law for the

spatial propagators doesn't ome out analytially and the generalization of

(1) annot be found diretly. One reason is the indisernibility of eletrons

whih forgives the separation of the spatial propagation of an inident harge

from the on�guration of all the other eletrons resident in the moleular jun-

tion. Thus, the question arises on how mathematially an exponential deay

emerges for T (E) to exhibit an exponential deay in a multi-eletroni desrip-
tion as ompared with one-eletron sattering desription. By understanding

this emergene, it may be possible to design better moleular wire with a small

β(Ef) by bene�iating for example from intramoleular orrelation e�ets.

In this paper, we present a multi-on�gurational mathematial approah of

the T (E) exponential deay with the length of the moleular wire based on

the CI-ESQC method [1,2℄. Con�guration Interation CI-ESQC is the multi-

on�gurationnal generalisation of the mono-eletroni ESQC (Eletron Sat-

tering Quantum Chemistry) method [26℄. CI-ESQC allows to treat exatly the

resident eletrons along the moleular wire. In a �rst part, we brie�y desribe

the CI-ESQC method and the eletroni model for the moleular wire and

the eletrodes of the moleular juntion. In a seond part, the results of the

CI-ESQC alulations for the T (E) with di�erent lengths of the moleular

wire are presented before disussing these results and drawing onlusions on

the nature of the tunnel ondutane deay with the length of a regular in

hemial struture moleular wire.

2 The CI-ESQC alulation method

To obtain the numerial results presented in this paper, the CI-ESQC method

was used [1℄. For a metal-moleule-metal juntion with m eletrons, CI-ESQC

allows to alulate the multi-on�gurationnal sattering matrix for the satter-

ing proess of a harge q (an eletron or a hole) on this m eletrons moleular

juntion. The alulation method is based on the general model presented

�gure 1. Considered as ballisti, the eletrodes are modelled by 2 periodi

semi-in�nite wires of empty atomi orbitals. The moleule is modelled by N
moleular orbitals oupied by the m eletrons. In the present work, we are

only interested by the sattering proesses in where the tunnelling partile q
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Figure 1. Model of the moleular juntion used for the CI-ESQC alulations. The

eletrodes are empty exept for the inident or the sattered partile q (eletron

or hole). The moleule is represented by its moleular orbitals (MO) oupied by

m eletrons not frozen in a partiular eletroni on�guration during the sattering

proess.

(eletron or hole) is sattered belongs to one eletrode and is loated far away

from the moleular juntion (e.g. ase of weak moleule-eletrode oupling).

Two eletron oupations of the moleular wire are onsidered, one in whih

the moleule takes an anioni form and the other in whih it takes a ationi

form. Those (m+1)and(m− 1)-eletron oupation of the moleular wire are

desribed in their ground states at the SD-CI (Single and Double Con�gura-

tion Interation) level. In this general treatment, the eletron on�gurations

made from the resident eletrons and the transfered one are represented by

a linear ombination of Slater determinants assoiated to the ground state

and to miro-states generated by eletroni mono- and di-exitations from

the ground state on�guration. The resulting orrelated ground sates of the

(m+1)and(m−1)-eletron moleular wire are respetively used in the eletron

and hole saattering alulations.Generalizing the one eletron ESQC alula-

tion method, the transmission oe�ient is obtained for eah kind of inident

partile from the sattering matrix s(E) as |s(E)1,1|
2
. For an inident hole,

the transmission oe�ient is noted as T (E) = |th(E)|2, and for an inident

eletron: T (E) = |te(E)|2. One an also alulate T (E) for the ase where

hole and eletron transmissions our simultaneously, and in a oherent way:

T (E) = |th(E) + te(E)|2.

CI-ESQC was applied to the moleular wire juntion presented in �gure 2,

with N = 30 is the number of the orbitales of the moleular wire and m = 30
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Figure 2. The spatial representation of the moleular wire onsidered in this letter

and its eletrodes forming the moleular juntion. In this letter, this wire is made

of 15 ells omposed eah of 2 quantum states with their orresponding atomi

orbital(N = 30). There are 30 eletrons on this moleular wire plus the sattered

partile q. The right perpendiular eletrode is sanned along the moleular wire to

alulate the multi-eletroni transmission deay

. l0 = 3.0Å.

is the number of the resident eletrons.The moleular wire is made of N/2
ells modelled eah by a dihydrogen moleule and eah hydrogen atom is rep-

resented by one 1s slater type orbital (STO), while the eletrodes wires are

desribed by a semi in�nite haine of hydrogen atoms. In this model system,

2-orbital/2-Hydrogen atoms were onsidered per ell to reate an eletroni

gap between the HOMO and the LUMO of the so-onstruted moleular wire.

Desribing the atom ell by a single STO is a rough approximation of the

atomi orbitals normally used in quantum hemistry. But this approxima-

tion is su�ient to get qualitative results on the T (E) deay with length. All

the overlap and eletroni integrals were analytially alulated starting from

these orbitals [27℄. For size onsitany and to keep the overall length

Nl0
2

of

the moleular wire onstant, the on�guration of the eletrodes presented in

�gure 2 was used. Only the right eletrode was slided along the wire to vary

Nll0
2

i.e. the portion of the moleular wire onneted between the eletrodes of

the moleular juntion.

In the numerial alulations, it was not tratable to take into aount all

the Slater determinants onstruted with m + 1 = 31 partiles distribued on

30 moleular orbitals (the Fig. 2 moleular wire) that is more than 2.1016

determinants. So, The valene CI-ESQC alulation was been restrited to

only the 3 highest oupied and the 3 lowest unoupied MOs. This lets to an

CI ative spae made by 6 MOs and 6 eletrons with free oupation status, the

sattered partile an oupy any moleular orbital while the Pauli's priniple

is satis�ed. Sine the basis set is still too large within this trunated ative
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spae, only the single and double exited on�gurations besides the HF ground

state state were onsidered. In the following we report, for omparison, also

results of preliminar CI-ESQC alulations in whih the m resident eletrons

were ben frozen in the moleular wire ground state and in whih the trasfered

partile is free to satter through any of the remaining

N
2
virtual MOs of the

moleular wire.

3 The length dependent CI-ESQC alulated transmission oe�-

ient

For the ase in where the all m resident eletrons of the moleular wire

are frozen, the alulated Log[T (E)] spetra are reported in Figure 3 for

Nl = [10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20] with a ell length of l0 = 3.0Å. Notie that this

length ontrols for example the overlap between the atomi orbital of the

moleular wire unit ells. In �g. 3a, the inident partile is an eletron, in

�g. 3b, the inident partile is a hole, and in �g. 3, the juntion is supposed

to be in a oherent superposition of eletron and hole sattering proesses.

As expeted and in the energy ranges with no eletron tunnelling resonanes,

the transmission oe�ient is dereasing when Nl inreases. In a logarithmi

sale, this deay is almost linear. A deviation only ours at edges of the ele-

trode energy band (left for a sattered eletron and right for a sattered hole)

beause the omplex valued band struture existing outside the propagative

energy range of the eletrode must be reahed by ontinuity [25℄.

At low bias voltages, the energy range of interest for the tunnel transport

regime is the eletroni HOMO-LUMO gap of the moleular wire. Here and

for the hoosen value l0 = 3.0Å, this eletron energy gap is loated between

E = −0.32 eV and E = 2.28 eV . In this energy range and by using a linear

regression between the alulated value of log(T (E)) for the e�etive length

Nl0 of the moleular wire, the β(E) variation alulated for a juntion in a

oherent superposition of eletron and hole sattering proesses is reprted in

the lower part of �gure 4. β(E) presents the same paraboloid variations as

in a one eletron ESQC alulations [25℄. As shown in �gure 4, The damping

fator takes the values β = 0.0Å
−1

at the edges of the eletroni energy gap

and reahes a maximum value of β = 0.37Å
−1

near the Fermi level Ef in the

midddle the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. The upper part of �gure 4 gives the

standard deviation σ between Log[T (E)] and a linear funtion. Aordingly

and as it is expeted, the transmission oe�ient T (Ef) deays in average

exponentially with length. The values of standard deviations are estimated
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Figure 3. The T(E) transmission oe�ients for di�erent moleular wire lengths

Nl = [10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20] as a funtion of E − e for the moleular juntion �gure

2 with N = 30. Here, the 30 eletrons of the moleular wire are frozen in their HF

ground state. In (a), the sattered partile is an eletron, in (b), a hole and in (),

the system is in a oherent superposition between an eletron and a hole sattering

states.

beings inluded in 10−1
and 10−2

.

In �gure 5 are reported the Log[T (E)] spetra alulated by using CI-ESQC

in the framework of an SD approximation. This is done for the same mole-

ular wire using now an extended ative spae for desribing the sattering

proess. As disussed above, the CI model spae was restrited to Slater

determinants generated from the ground state wave funtion by single and
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Figure 4. In the lower part, the deay parameter obtained by linear regression as a

funtion of E − e for E in the eletroni gap of the moleular wire �gure 2. the 30

eletrons of the moleular wire are frozen in their HF ground state. In the upper

part, the standard deviation for eah data set.

double-exitations (SD-CI). This is done in a zero order ative spae made by

6 valene frontier MOs and 6 eletrons. The resulting transmission oe�ienet

spetra are reported in �g. 5a when the inident partile is an eletron, in �g.5b

when the inident partile is a hole, and in �g. 5 when the juntion is in a

oherent superposition of eletron and hole sattering proesses.Those 3 spe-

tra are similar to the spetra obtained for the ase for whih the whole of the

moleular wire resident eletron are frozen (see �gure 3 for omparison). This

similarty an bee justi�ed by the fat that the ontribution of the HF ground

state to SD-CI ground state is up to 99.8%. For example, at E = −0.32 eV , the
tunnelling resonane peak orresponds to a multi-on�gurational state made

up to 97.8% by the HF ground state and essentially ompleted by an other

slater determinant wave funtions assoiated to a mono-exitations made by

annihiling one eletron on the HOMO of the moleular wire and reating an

eletron on an atomi state of the atomi periodi haine. In the same way,

the peak at E = 2.24 eV is resulting from state whih is essentially a linear

ombination of the HF ground state (up to 98.9%) and states with an exedent

eletron (promoted from the periodi haine) on the LUMO of the moleu-

lar wire. Therefore, as onsequene, the inident eletron sattering proess

through the moleular wire is well reprodued when desribing it by its HF

frozen eletrons approximation.

As shown in �gure 6 and omparing with �gure 4, the extended CI alulation

indues a small e�et on the energy variation of the tunnelling eletron trans-

mission damping fator β(E). Its shape remained paraboloid and presents a
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Figure 5. The T(E) transmission oe�ients for di�erent moleular wire lengths

Nl = [10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20] as a funtion of E − e for the moleular juntion �gure 2

with N = 30. Here, the ative spae is onstruted starting from 6 MOs oupied by

6 eletrons with the exitations limited to the mono and bi exitations. In (a), the

sattered partile is an eletron, in (b), a hole, and in  the system is in a oherent

superposition between an eletron and a hole sattering state.

maximum value equal to β = 0.38Å
−1

instead the value of β = 0.37Å
−1

ob-

tained in the ase where the whole of the resident eletron is keepted frozen.

By using equation (2) valid at the energy value E = Ef , the orresponding

m∗/me ratios are respetively equal to 0.22 and 0.20. This inrease of the ele-
tron e�etive mass m∗

is very small due to the low ontribution of the exited
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Figure 6. In the lower part, the deay parameter obtained by linear regression as a

funtion of E − e for E in the eletroni HOMO-LUMO gap of the moleular wire

�gure 2. Here, the ative spae is onstruted starting from 6 MOs oupied by 6

eletrons with the exitations limited to the mono and bi exitations. In the upper

part, the standard deviation for eah data set.

states to the total wave funtion of the ground state. Its average standard

deviation in the ase of the valene SD-CI alulation is slightly greater than

that in ase of frozen eletrons desription, its minimum in the eletroni gap

being 10−1.74
. It was reported elsewhere [28℄; in framework of a mono-eletroni

approximation, the inrease of the eletron e�etive mass is a onsequene of

an inrease of the spetral regidity of the eletroni spetrum of the moleular

wire. This observation an be generalized to the ase of the present multi-

eletroni desription. Also, in the framework of the present SD-CI-ESQC

alulation, the exponential deay of the tunnelling eletron transmission o-

e�ient T (E = Ef) is similarly observed as in the ase of o mono-eletroni

desription.

4 Disussion

Valene SD-CI-ESQC multi-eletroni alulations are demonstrating an aver-

age T (E = Ef) exponential deay. In the one-eletron approximation, suh a

deay is oming from the mathematial property of the spatial propagator to

be deomposable along the moleular wire in a produt of idential elementary

spatial propagators, one per unit ell [21,26℄. In the presented CI approah,

suh a mathematial deomposition is not tratable. To show how a produt

law is emerging at the CI-ESQC level, we have performed a numerial linear

regression on the logarithm of the spatial propagator matrix M from site |φn〉
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to site |φ−n〉 on the eletrodes for eah type of inident partiles. If a produt

law mathematially exists, the matrix M must have the form :

M = A







λNl/2 0

0 1
λNl/2





B (3)

In this ase and for a given energy in the eletroni gap, suh a linear regression

between

Nl

2
and eah matrix element of ℜ(log(M)) must lead (if existing) to

the e�etive periodi omponents of the spatial propagator and deliver a new

matrix whose eigenvalues are |λ| and
∣

∣

∣

1
λ

∣

∣

∣. For eah type of sattered partile,

we have found numerially that the ℜ(log(M)) matrix elements vary almost

linearly as a funtion of

Nl

2
. The standard deviation is between 10−1

and 10−2

in the HF frozen and in the non frozen ases respetively. For Valene SD-CI-

alulation, at E = 1.5 eV we �nd the value of |λ| = 1.69, with a maximum

standard deviation of 0.06. Using the analytial expression of β given in equa-

tion (2) when the spatial propagator matrix satis�es the expression (3), we

alulate the transmission damping fator to be β = 2log(| lambda|)
l0

= 0.353 Å
−1
,

this value of β is equal to the value obtained from a diret linear regression of

T (E = 1.5eV ).

Numerially, it is therefore possible to built up an e�etive produt law along

the moleular wire for the spatial propagator from site |φn〉 to site |φ−n〉 of
the eletrodes and for eah type of sattered partile. This explains why T (E)
deays also exponentially with length for the CI-ESQC alulations presented

here even if there are non negligible �utuations around this average exponen-

tial deay. Those �utuations are ertainly due to the drasti basis set trun-

ation used in the present work. This trunation may not be fully adapted

to the e�etive desription of a tunnelling proess. This opens the question

of determining the best eletroni ative spae to desribe an eletroni tun-

nelling proess through a moleular juntion. Calulations with longer wires

and large basis are now required to verify the trunation e�ets. The �utua-

tions around the exponential deay may also orrespond to a physial reality

not yet aessible to experimental measurements.

5 Conlusion

The transmission oe�ient through a moleular wire tunnel juntion is well

know experimentally to deay exponentially with the length of the moleular

wire. This phenomenon an be demonstrated mathematially in a one ele-

tron approximation of this sattering proess. In a many-body piture, it is
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not possible to analytially demonstrate suh an exponential deay. Using our

new CI-ESQC alulation tehnique, we have shown here that in tunnelling

regime, the transmission oe�ient through a moleular wire dereases expo-

nentially on average with the length of this moleular wire. There are some

�utuations in energy around this average, whih are ourring when the ex-

hange interations are taken into aount in the CI frozen resident eletrons

approximation. Those �utuations inrease when the eletron orrelation ef-

fets are added via the valene SD-CI desription. No exat analyti produt

law appears in the expression of the spatial propagator matrix of the sat-

tering proess. A detailed numerial study of this spatial propagator matrix

shows that an e�etive produt law an be extrated numerially. This ex-

plains the average exponential deay of the transmission oe�ient with the

length of the moleular wire. The �utuations around this average exponen-

tial deay an be explained in two ways. They ome mathematially from the

trunation of Slater determinants basis set used pointing out the neessity to

build up an ative model spae for tunnelling. They an also orrespond to a

physial reality, not observable for now beause of the experimental preision.

When tunnelling through a moleular wire on the long range, the e�etive ex-

ponential deay law numerially demonstrated here is a good indiation that

an eletron (a hole) is only sensible to the average eletroni struture found

during its individual transfer path through a moleular wire.
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